
CLO ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK POSITION 

 

Major Duties and Responsibilities                                                                                                      % of time  

 

CLO ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES                                                                                            80% of time 

 

*Receives and screens visitors in a friendly, warm and welcoming manner.  

 

*Answers incoming telephone calls and provide help and information. 

 

*Translates and interprets for the Supervisor and other section staff and for family members as needed.  

 

*Maintains and updates CLO resource information.  

 

*Controls office personnel and events and reservations calendar. 

 

* Makes arrangements for events (including the 4th of July functions), spouse program visits and other visits as 

required. 

 

* Maintains and updates event records, reports and tracks progress of each event, including but not limited to 

RSVP counts, number of tickets sold, number of beverages and food bought and sold, gain and loss of each 

event, accurate inventory of supplies used,   

 

* Reviews media and local publications on a regular basis and alerts supervisor of information that affects our 

Embassy community and/or family members.  

 

* Complies with CLO and FLO confidentiality policies  

 

* Requests all necessary office and event supplies from necessary sections (GSO, FAC, ESSA PA, etc.) 

 

* Maintains and updates inventory of goods purchased through ICASS, donated, or bought by CLO funds. 

Keeps the office and warehouse space well stocked and organized and informs supervisor if items need to be 

purchased or disposed of.  

 

*Oversee any seasonal summer hires. 

 

*Updates and maintains CLO contact data bases and email distribution lists and is prepared to respond in the 

case of a crisis or emergency. 

 

* Creates and responds to MyServices requests as required, tracks and keeps supervisor apprised of issues. 

 

 

OTHER DUTIES                                                                                                                               20% of Time 

 

* Works with Local vendors organizing the regular Embassy food, craft and art fairs. 

 

 

Note: “This position description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by 

incumbent. Incumbent will be required to perform other duties as assigned by the agency.” 

 


